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2 March 2022 

The Hon. Lisa Neville, MP  
Minister for Water  
Level 17, 8 Nicholson Street  
EAST MELBOURNE VIC 3002 
 
 

Dear Minister 

 

Application for Bulk Entitlements for South East Water’s share of water savings from 
the Goulburn-Murray Water Connections Project (Stage 1)   

I write to you to apply for the granting of bulk entitlements reflecting South East Water’s $100 
million investment in Stage 1 of the Goulburn-Murray Water Connections Project. 

In accordance with section 36 the Water Act 1989, South East Water hereby applies for the 
granting of bulk entitlements that provide South East Water with an ongoing entitlement to 25 
GL of long-term average annual yield in the Goulburn and Murray systems.  

South East Water together with the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning 
(DELWP), Greater Western Water and Yarra Valley Water have drafted the new bulk 
entitlements enclosed with this letter. In addition to the new bulk entitlements South East 
Water also applies in accordance with section 44 of the Act for an amendment to the existing 
provisional entitlements held in the Goulburn and Murray systems and in line with section 27 of 
the Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 for these instruments to be revoked from 20 June 
2023 when they will no longer be necessary, these are also enclosed. 

This application should be considered alongside applications from Greater Western Water and 
Yarra Valley Water. 

Please find enclosed the draft new bulk entitlements and amendment/revocation orders which 
contain the details to support this application, prepared by DELWP, in consultation with South 
East Water, Greater Western Water, Yarra Valley Water, Melbourne Water and Goulburn-
Murray Water.  

In applying for the granting of these bulk entitlements, South East Water acknowledges that 
the 2021 audit of the Connections Project confirmed that 2.046 GL long term annual average 
yield (LTAAY) of entitlement has been recovered, in addition to the committed water recovery. 

The enclosed bulk entitlements deliver on the contracted water recovery for South East Water 
and our organisation supports the proposal by the Victorian Government to set aside a portion 
of additional water recovered to be returned to Traditional Owners. 

 

 

 



South East Water Corporation 
ABN 89 066 902 547 

If you require further information or clarification, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 

Lara Olsen 

Managing Director 

 

Enclosed: 

Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System-South East Water) Order 2022 

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray –South East Water) Order 2022  

Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – South East Water) Amendment and Revocation Order 
2022 

Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – South East Water) Amendment and Revocation Order 2022 
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The Minister, under the provisions of the Water Act 1989, makes the following Order - 

PART 1 – INTRODUCTORY STATEMENTS 

1. CITATION 

This Order may be cited as the Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – South East Water) Order 

2022. 

2. EMPOWERING PROVISIONS 

This Order is made under Division 1 of Part 4 of the Water Act 1989. 

3. COMMENCEMENT 

This Order comes into operation on 1 July 2022, or the day it is published in the Government 

Gazette, whichever comes later. 

4. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this Order is to grant South East Water a bulk entitlement to 6,647.3 ML of high-

reliability entitlement and 4,311.7 ML of low-reliability entitlement which equals one third of 

Melbourne’s share of water recovered from the Goulburn component by the Connections Project 

Stage 1. The actual water allocation available to South East Water in any year under this 

entitlement is determined in accordance with clause 8.   

5. DEFINITIONS 

In this Order - 

 

“Act” means the Water Act 1989; 

 

“Authority” means South East Water; 

 

“authority appointed under section 64GA of the Act” means, for the Goulburn system, 

Goulburn-Murray Rural Water Corporation;  

 

“Connections Project” also known as the Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project 

(NVIRP), means the major irrigation modernisation project that aimed to generate long 

term annual average water savings of 429 gigalitres by upgrading irrigation 

infrastructure in the GMID;  

 

“Connections Project Stage 1” means Stage 1 of the Connections Project, which was 

projected to generate long-term annual average water savings of 225 gigalitres in the 

GMID in accordance with the Business Case for Northern Victoria Irrigation 

Renewal Project Stage 1. 

 

“Department” means the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning; 

 

“daily diversion rate” means the volume of water pumped from the Goulburn River into the 

North-South Pipeline over a period of 24 hours; 
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“entitlement holder” means the holder of any type of entitlement to water in the Goulburn 

System granted under the Act; 

 

“ESC” means the Essential Services Commission; 

 

“GMID” means the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District; 

 

“Goulburn component” means that part of the GMID which can be supplied with water from 

the Goulburn River but not from the River Murray; 

 

“Goulburn Entitlement Holder” means the holder of the Bulk Entitlement (Eildon – 

Goulburn Weir) Conversion Order 1995; 

 

“Goulburn headworks system” means: 

(a) the water supply works of Lake Eildon, Goulburn Weir, the Stuart Murray and 

Cattanach Canals and Waranga Basin; and 

(b) the waterway below Lake Eildon; 

 

“Goulburn Storage Manager” means a person appointed by the Minister under section 

122ZK of the Act to control and manage the Goulburn headworks system, or do all or 

any of the functions specified under Part 6C of the Act in the Goulburn System; 

 

“Goulburn System” means the following land and water storages in respect of which the 

Storage Manager is to exercise its functions and obligations;  

(a) Lake Eildon and the Goulburn river downstream of Lake Eildon to where it 

enters the River Murray, including Lake Nagambie and anabranches receiving 

water as a consequence of regulation of the water system; 

(b) the Shepparton, Central Goulburn, Rochester and Loddon Valley irrigation 

areas of the Goulburn-Murray irrigation district and waterworks districts of the 

Goulburn water system; 

(c) major holding basins and interconnectors being East Goulburn Main channel, 

Stuart Murray Canal, Cattanach Canal, Waranga Basin, Waranga Western 

Channel and Loddon Weir pool; and 

(d) the creeks and lakes used to convey Goulburn water system water (these 

include: Bears Lagoon, Serpentine Creek downstream of the channel linking it 

to Bears Lagoon and Little Lake Boort).  

 

“Greater Western Water” means Greater Western Water Corporation; 

 

“Melbourne headworks system” means Thomson, Upper Yarra, Maroondah, O’Shannassy, 

Sugarloaf, Silvan, Cardinia, Toorourrong, Yan Yean, Greenvale and Tarago 

Reservoirs and the associated weirs, tunnels, transfer conduits, treatment plants and 

associated water supply works owned by Melbourne Water; 

 

“Melbourne retail authorities” means any or all of – 

(a) Yarra Valley Water; 

(b) Greater Western Water; and 

(c) South East Water 

 

“Melbourne Storage Manager” means Melbourne Water acting in respect of its role to 

manage storages for the Melbourne headworks system in accordance with section 

171B of the Act; 
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“Melbourne Water” means Melbourne Water Corporation; 

 

“Melbourne’s share” means 75 gigalitres of long-term average annual yield of water 

recovery from Connections Project Stage 1; 

 

“Minister” means the Minister administering the Water Act 1989; 

 

“ML” means megalitre(s); 

 

“North-South Pipeline” means the water transmission pipeline between the specified off-

take point in the Goulburn System and the Sugarloaf Reservoir;  

 

“NVIRP” means the Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project, also known as the 

Connections Project, which is a major irrigation modernisation project aiming to 

generate long term annual average water savings of 429 gigalitres by upgrading 

irrigation infrastructure in the GMID;  

 

“South East Water” means South East Water Corporation; 

 

“specified monitoring point” means the gauging station established to monitor the flow of 

the Goulburn River as required under sub-clause 12(b); 

 

“specified off-take point” means the pump station near Killingworth Road, Yea.  

 

“Yarra Valley Water” means Yarra Valley Water Corporation; 

 

“year” means the 12 months commencing 1 July. 

PART 2 – ENTITLEMENT 

6. GRANTING OF A BULK ENTITLEMENT 

A bulk entitlement to water from the Goulburn System is granted to the Authority on the 

conditions set out in this Order.   

7. BULK ENTITLEMENT 

7.1 The Authority is entitled to the water entitlement specified in Schedule 1 of this Order. 

7.2 Water available under this entitlement can be taken in accordance with clause 9 of this Order.  

PART 3 – AVAILABLE WATER  

8. AVAILABLE WATER RESOURCES  

8.1 The water available to the Authority in a given year, under the terms and conditions set out in 

this Order includes: 

a) allocation to the entitlement described in Schedule 1 determined by the authority 

appointed under section 64GA of the Act in accordance with the procedure for making 

seasonal determinations for high and low-reliability water shares; and 

b) any water carried over by the Authority, from the previous year in accordance with a 
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Declaration made by the Minister under section 47DA of the Act. 

9. DIVERSION LIMIT 

9.1 The Authority, together with the holders of the bulk entitlements listed in Schedule 2, may only 

divert water from the Goulburn River at the specified off-take point:  

(a) up to a maximum of 75,000 ML in any year; and 

(b) when the flow of the Goulburn River as measured at the specified monitoring point is 

at least 300 ML per day; and 

(c) when the daily diversion rate of the North-South Pipeline does not exceed 360 ML per 

day; and 

(d) if all the water taken is met through controlled, pre-ordered releases of available water 

allocation from Eildon Dam which must be co-ordinated by the Goulburn Storage 

Manager. 

9.2 Subject to the maximum daily diversion rate established in sub-clause 9.1(c), the Authority, 

together with the holders of the bulk entitlements listed in Schedule 2, may vary the daily 

diversion rate: 

(a) in accordance with sub-clause 9.3; or  

(b) in any other way, with the prior written agreement of the Goulburn-Broken Catchment 

Management Authority. 

9.3 The Authority, together with the holders of the bulk entitlements listed in Schedule 2 and the 

Melbourne Storage Manager, may increase or decrease the daily diversion rate by up to: 

(a) 75 ML per day when the flow in the Goulburn River at the specified monitoring point 

is between 300 and 799 ML per day; 

(b) 120 ML per day when the flow in the Goulburn River at the specified monitoring point 

is between 800 and 1,499 ML per day; and 

(c) 180 ML per day when the flow in the Goulburn River at the specified monitoring point 

is 1,500 ML per day or greater. 

9.4 The Authority, together with the holders of the bulk entitlements listed in Schedule 2, must 

advise the Melbourne Storage Manager, the Goulburn Storage Manager and the Department in 

writing of any variation to the daily diversion rate agreed with the Goulburn-Broken Catchment 

Management Authority under sub-clause 9.2(b). 

PART 4 – GENERAL CONDITIONS AND PROVISIONS 

10. OPERATING ARRANGEMENTS 

10.1 Before the Authority, or any other entitlement holder listed in Schedule 2, may divert more than 

300 ML in a year in line with clause 9, the Authority together with the holders of entitlements 

listed in Schedule 2 must endeavour to agree on operational arrangements with the Melbourne 

Storage Manager and the Goulburn Storage Manager for the supply of water under this 

entitlement. 

10.2 The Authority together with the holders of entitlements described in Schedule 1 must submit 
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this arrangement to the Deputy Secretary of the Department.  

10.3 If the Authority has not reached agreement with the Melbourne Storage Manager and the holders 

of the Bulk Entitlement listed in Schedule 2 and the Goulburn Storage Manager on operating 

arrangements one of them considers appropriate under sub-clause 10.1, any party may give 

written notice to the other parties requiring the matter to be determined in accordance with 

clause 11. 

11. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

11.1 If a difference or dispute arises about the interpretation or application of this Order between the 

Authority and the Melbourne Storage Manager, or the Goulburn Storage Manager, or the 

Goulburn Entitlement Holder, or another entitlement holder, the Authority may give written 

notice to another party, or parties, requiring the matter to be determined by the ESC or an 

independent expert.  

11.2 If a difference or dispute arises about the interpretation or application of this Order between the 

Authority and the Melbourne Storage Manager, or the Goulburn Storage Manager, or the 

Goulburn Entitlement Holder, or another entitlement holder, and the Authority receives written 

notice requiring the matter to be determined by the ESC or an independent expert, the Authority 

must comply with the notice.  

11.3 A notice may not be given under sub-clause 11.1, or considered under sub-clause 11.2, until 14 

days have expired after the difference or dispute has arisen.   

11.4 Where a dispute is referred to the ESC, the ESC may determine the process and timing for 

facilitating a resolution of the dispute. 

11.5 Where a dispute is referred to an independent expert, the independent expert must not 

commence to determine a matter until 14 days have expired after notice is given under sub-

clause 11.1 or received under sub-clause 11.2. 

11.6 The independent expert is either - 

(a) a person agreed to by the parties to the difference or dispute; or 

(b) if the parties to the difference or dispute cannot agree, a person nominated by the 

President of the Institute of Arbitrators and Mediators, Australia. 

11.7 The independent expert must reach a conclusion on the matter within 30 days after it has been 

referred, but has power to extend the period for reaching a conclusion on the matter by a further 

30 days. 

11.8 The independent expert must send a copy of the conclusion and its supporting reasons to each 

party to the difference or dispute. 

11.9 Any conclusion by the ESC or an independent expert is final and binding on the parties. 

11.10 Where a dispute is referred to the ESC, the ESC may determine the apportionment of the costs 

of and incidental to every reference. 

11.11 Where a dispute is referred to an independent expert, the costs to the parties of, and incidental 

to, a reference to an independent expert, including the costs of the independent expert, must be 

apportioned among the parties to the dispute as determined by the independent expert. 

PART 5 – DEMONSTRATING COMPLIANCE 
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12. METERING AND MONITORING  

The Authority, together with the holders of the bulk entitlements listed in Schedule 2, must 

ensure the Melbourne Storage Manager - 

(a) meters how much water is diverted from the Goulburn River in each year;  

(b) monitors the flow of the Goulburn River immediately downstream of the specified off-

take point; and 

(c) by 16 November 2023, reviews and if necessary amends the current metering plan for 

the Melbourne headworks system in accordance with any guidelines issued by the 

Minister from time to time for the purpose of assessing whether or not the Authority 

complies with this bulk entitlement. 

13. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

13.1 The Minister may require the Authority to report on all or any of the following - 

(a) the daily amount of water taken by the Authority from the waterway; 

(b) the annual amount of water taken by the Authority from the waterway; 

(c) the annual water allocation made available to the Authority under clause 8 of this bulk 

entitlement; 

(d) any assignment of water allocation made available under this bulk entitlement;  

(e) any permanent transfer of all or part of this bulk entitlement; 

(f) any amendment to this bulk entitlement; 

(g) any failure by either the Authority to comply with any provision of this bulk entitlement; 

and 

(h) any difficulties experienced or anticipated either by the Authority in complying with 

this bulk entitlement and any remedial action taken or proposed. 

13.2 Any report made under sub-clause 13.1 must be made - 

(a) in writing, or in such electronic form as may be agreed between the Authority and the 

Minister; and 

(b) within 14 days of receiving the Minister's written request, or such longer period of time 

as the Minister may determine. 

13.3 The Authority must, for the period of the preceding year, report in its Annual Report on each of 

the matters referred to in sub-clause 13.1, except –  

(a) paragraph (a) of sub-clause 13.1; and 

(b) with the approval of the Minister, any matter set out in paragraph (g) of sub-clause 13.1. 

13.4 If requested by the Goulburn Entitlement Holder the Authority, must report on all or any of the 

matters set out in sub-clause 13.1. 

13.5 Any report under sub-clause 13.4 must be made – 
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(a) in such form as may be agreed between the Authority and the Goulburn Entitlement 

Holder; and 

(b) within such period of time as may be agreed between the Authority and the Goulburn 

Entitlement Holder. 

14. DATA 

14.1 The Authority must make available to any person, data collected by or on behalf of the Authority 

for the purpose of metering, monitoring and reporting under clauses 12 and 13, subject to the 

person paying any fair and reasonable access fee imposed by the Authority to cover the costs of 

making the data available to that person. 

PART 6 – COST SHARING ARRANGEMENTS 

15. WATER STORAGE COSTS 

15.1 The Authority must pay the Goulburn Storage Manager a proportionate share of the costs 

associated with the Goulburn headworks system.  

15.2 Where the Goulburn Storage Manager provides a prescribed service for the purposes of section 

4A of the Water Industry Act 1994, the charges to be paid by the Authority to the Goulburn 

Storage Manager are to be determined by the ESC in accordance with Part 1A or 1B of the 

Water Industry Act 1994. 

16. DUTY TO MAKE PAYMENTS 

The Authority has a duty to make its payments for clause 15 directly to the Goulburn Storage 

Manager. 

 

 

Responsible Minister -  

 

 

 

 

 

HON LISA NEVILLE 

Minister for Water 

 

Dated - 
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SCHEDULE 1 – SOUTH EAST WATER’S ENTITLEMENT IN THE 

GOULBURN SYSTEM 

 

 
Entitlement Volume (ML/yr) Reliability Trading Zone1 

4,330.4 
Equivalent to high-

reliability water shares 

Trading Zone 1A 

3,581.7 
Equivalent to low-

reliability water shares 

Trading Zone 1A 

2,316.9 
Equivalent to high-

reliability water shares 

Trading Zone 1B 

730.0 
Equivalent to low-

reliability water shares 

Trading Zone 1B 

1Trading Zone 1A and Trading Zone 1B are as defined in Trading Rules for Declared Water Systems (which  

came into operation on 1st July 2007 and as amended) 
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SCHEDULE 2 – MELBOURNE RETAILER ENTITLEMENT HOLDERS 

AND ENTITLEMENTS IN THE GOULBURN SYSTEM 
 

 

 

 

Holder Bulk entitlement 

South East Water Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System - 

South East Water) Order 2022 

Greater Western Water Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System - 

Greater Western Water) Order 2022 

Yarra Valley Water Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System - 

Yarra Valley Water) Order 2022 
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The Minister, under the provisions of the Water Act 1989, makes the following Order - 

 

PART 1 – INTRODUCTORY STATEMENTS 
 

1. CITATION 

This Order may be cited as the Bulk Entitlement (River Murray - South East Water) Order 

2022. 

2. EMPOWERING PROVISIONS 

This Order is made under Division 1 of Part 4 of the Water Act 1989. 

3. COMMENCEMENT 

This Order comes into operation on 1 July 2022, or the day it is published in the Government 

Gazette, whichever comes later. 

4. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this Order is to grant South East Water a bulk entitlement to 12,653.3 ML of 

high-reliability entitlement and 6,876.6 ML of low-reliability entitlement which equals one third 

of Melbourne’s share of water recovered from the River Murray component by the Connections 

Project Stage 1. The actual water allocation available to South East Water in any year under this 

entitlement is determined in accordance with clause 8.   

 

5. DEFINITIONS 

In this Order - 

 

“Act” means the Water Act 1989; 

 

“Authority” means South East Water; 

 

“authority appointed under section 64GA of the Act” means, for the River Murray system, 

Goulburn-Murray Rural Water Corporation;  

 

“Connections Project” also known as the Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project 

(NVIRP), means the major irrigation modernisation project that aimed to generate long 

term annual average water savings of 429 gigalitres by upgrading irrigation 

infrastructure in the GMID;  

 

“Connections Project Stage 1” means Stage 1 of the Connections Project, which was 

projected to generate long-term annual average water savings of 225 gigalitres in the 

GMID in accordance with the Business Case for Northern Victoria Irrigation 

Renewal Project Stage 1. 

 

“entitlement holder” means the holder of any type of entitlement to water in the River 

Murray System granted under the Act; 
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“ESC” means the Essential Services Commission; 

 

“GMID” means the Goulburn-Murray Irrigation District; 

 

“Goulburn-Murray Water” means the Goulburn-Murray Rural Water Corporation; 

 

“Greater Western Water” means Greater Western Water Corporation; 

 

“MDBA” means the Murray-Darling Basin Authority; 

 

“Melbourne retail authorities” means any or all of – 

(a) Yarra Valley Water; 

(b) South East Water; and 

(c) Greater Western Water;  

 

“Melbourne’s share” means 75 gigalitres of long-term average annual yield of water 

recovery from Connections Project Stage 1 for Melbourne retail authorities; 

 

“Minister” means the Minister administering the Water Act 1989; 

 

“ML” means megalitre(s); 

 

“Murray-Darling Basin Agreement” means the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement as 

contained in Schedule F of the Water Act 2007 (Commonwealth); 

 

“NVIRP” means the Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project, also known as the 

Connections Project, which is a major irrigation modernisation project aiming to 

generate long term annual average water savings of 429 gigalitres by upgrading 

irrigation infrastructure in the GMID; 

 

“resource manager” means any person appointed by the Minister under section 43A of the 

Act to be the resource manager for the River Murray; 

 

“River Murray Bulk Entitlements” means all bulk entitlements granted under the Act for 

water taken from the River Murray System; 

 

“River Murray component” means part of the GMID which can be supplied with water from 

the River Murray but not the Goulburn River; 

 

“River Murray Entitlement Holder” means the holder of the Bulk Entitlement (River 

Murray – Goulburn-Murray Water) Conversion Order 1999; 

 

“River Murray System” means the River Murray to which Victoria has access and which 

carries regulated water under the Murray-Darling Basin Agreement; consisting of: 

(a) the main course of the River Murray from Hume Dam to the South Australian 

border; 

(b) the main course of the Mitta Mitta River below Dartmouth Dam; 

(c) all effluents and anabranches of, or lakes or lagoons (including King’s Billabong) 

connected to, these main courses, other than those excluded by the MDBA; 

(d) the storages formed by Hume Dam and Dartmouth Dam and by weirs upstream of 

the South Australian border; 
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“South East Water” means South East Water Corporation; 

 

“Yarra Valley Water” means Yarra Valley Water Corporation; 

 

“year” means the 12 months commencing 1 July. 

PART 2 – ENTITLEMENT 

6. GRANTING OF A BULK ENTITLEMENT 

A bulk entitlement to water from the River Murray System is granted to the Authority on the 

conditions set out in this Order.  

7. BULK ENTITLEMENT 

7.1 The Authority is entitled to the water entitlement specified in Schedule 1 of this Order. 

PART 3 – AVAILABLE WATER 

8. AVAILABLE WATER RESOURCES 

8.1 The water available to the Authority in a given year, under the terms and conditions set out in 

this Order includes: 

a) allocation to the entitlement described in Schedule 1 determined by the authority 

appointed under section 64GA of the Act in accordance with the procedure for making 

seasonal determinations for high and low-reliability water shares; and 

b) any water carried over by the Authority, from the previous year in accordance with a 

Declaration made by the Minister under section 47DA of the Act. 

PART 4 – GENERAL CONDITIONS AND PROVISIONS 

9. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

9.1 If a difference or dispute arises about the interpretation or application of this Order between the 

Authority and the River Murray Entitlement Holder, or the Resource Manager, or another 

entitlement holder, the Authority may give written notice to another party, or parties, requiring 

the matter to be determined by the ESC or an independent expert.  

9.2 If a difference or dispute arises about the interpretation or application of this Order between the 

Authority and the River Murray Entitlement Holder, or the Resource Manager, or another 

entitlement holder, and the Authority receives written notice requiring the matter to be 

determined by the ESC or an independent expert, the Authority must comply with the notice.  

9.3 A notice may not be given under sub-clause 9.1, or considered under sub-clause 9.2, until 14 

days have expired after the difference or dispute has arisen. 

9.4 Where a dispute is referred to the ESC, the ESC may determine the process and timing for 

facilitating a resolution of the dispute. 

9.5 Where a dispute is referred to an independent expert, the independent expert must not 
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commence to determine a matter until 14 days have expired after notice is given under sub-

clause 9.1 or received under sub-clause 9.2. 

9.6 The independent expert will be either - 

(a) a person agreed to by the parties to the difference or dispute; or 

(b) if the parties cannot agree, a person nominated by the President of the Institute of 

Arbitrators and Mediators, Australia. 

9.7 The independent expert must reach a conclusion on the matter within 30 days after it has been 

referred, but has power to extend the period for reaching a conclusion on the matter by a further 

30 days. 

9.8 The independent expert must send a copy of the conclusion and its supporting reasons to each 

party to the difference or dispute. 

9.9 Any conclusion by the ESC or an independent expert is final and binding on the parties. 

9.10 Where a dispute is referred to the ESC, the ESC may determine the apportionment of the costs 

of and incidental to every reference. 

9.11 Where a dispute is referred to an independent expert, the costs to the parties of, and incidental 

to, a reference to an independent expert, including the costs of an independent expert, must be 

apportioned among the parties to the dispute as determined by the independent expert. 

PART 5 – DEMONSTRATING COMPLIANCE 

10. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS 

10.1 The Minister may require the Authority, to report on all or any of the following - 

(a) the annual water allocation made available to the Authority under clause 8 of this bulk 

entitlement; 

(b) any assignment of water allocation made available under this bulk entitlement; 

(c) any permanent transfer of all or part of this bulk entitlement; 

(d) any amendment to this bulk entitlement; 

(e) any failure by the Authority, to comply with any provision of this bulk entitlement; and 

(f) any difficulties experienced or anticipated by the Authority, in complying with this bulk 

entitlement and any remedial action taken or proposed. 

10.2 Any report made under sub-clause 10.1 must be made - 

(a) in writing, or in such electronic form as may be agreed between the Authority and the 

Minister; and 

(b) within 14 days of receiving the Minister's written request, or such longer period of time 

as the Minister may determine. 

10.3 The Authority must, in its Annual Report, report on each of the matters referred to in sub-clause 

10.1, except, with the approval of the Minister, any matter set out in paragraph (e) of sub-clause 

10.1. 
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11. DATA 

11.1 The Authority must make available to any person data collected by or on behalf of the Authority 

for the purpose of reporting under clause 10, subject to the person paying any fair and reasonable 

access fee imposed by the Authority to cover the costs of making the data available to that 

person. 

PART 6 – COST SHARING ARRANGEMENTS 

12. RESOURCE MANAGER COSTS 

12.1 Subject to sub-clause 12.3, the Authority must pay the Resource Manager a fair and reasonable 

proportion of the costs incurred by the Resource Manager in undertaking its obligations as 

specified in the River Murray Bulk Entitlements.  

12.2 Subject to sub-clause 12.3, the proportion of costs referred to in sub-clause 12.1 is to be 

determined by the Resource Manager. 

12.3 Where the Resource Manager provides a prescribed service for the purposes of section 4A of 

the Water Industry Act 1994, the charges to be paid by the Authority to the Resource Manager 

are to be determined by the ESC in accordance with Part 1A or 1B of the Water Industry Act 

1994. 

13. WATER STORAGE COSTS 

13.1 The Authority, must pay Goulburn-Murray Water a proportionate share of the costs associated 

with storing Victoria’s share of the water resources in Hume Dam and Dartmouth Dam. 

13.2 Where Goulburn-Murray Water provides a prescribed service for the purposes of section 4A of 

the Water Industry Act 1994, the charges to be paid by the Authority to Goulburn-Murray 

Water are to be determined by the ESC in accordance with Part 1A or 1B of the Water Industry 

Act 1994. 

14. DUTY TO MAKE PAYMENTS 

The Authority, has a duty to make its payments for clauses 12 and 13, directly to the Resource 

Manager and Goulburn-Murray Water. 

 

 

Responsible Minister - 

 

 

 

 

HON LISA NEVILLE 

Minister for Water 

 

Dated –  
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SCHEDULE 1 – SOUTH EAST WATER’S ENTITLEMENT IN THE 

RIVER MURRAY SYSTEM 

 

 
Entitlement Volume (ML/yr) Reliability Trading Zone1 

5,573.0 
Equivalent to high-

reliability water shares 

Trading Zone 6 

3,390.5 
Equivalent to low-

reliability water shares 

Trading Zone 6 

7,080.3 
Equivalent to high-

reliability water shares 

Trading Zone 7 

3,486.1 
Equivalent to low-

reliability water shares 

Trading Zone 7 

1Trading Zone 6 and Trading Zone 7 are as defined in Trading Rules for Declared Water Systems (which  

came into operation on 1st July 2007 and as amended) 
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Water Act 1989 

 

BULK ENTITLEMENT (GOULBURN SYSTEM – SOUTH EAST WATER) AMENDMENT 

AND REVOCATION ORDER 2022 

 

I, Lisa Neville MP, Minister for Water and Minister administering the Water Act 1989, make the 

following Order - 

 

CITATION  

1 This Order is called the Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – South East Water) 

Amendment and Revocation Order 2022. 

PURPOSE 

2 The purpose of this Order is to apply changes to the Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System 

– South East Water) Order 2012 (the Bulk Entitlement Order) to reflect the name change 

as a result of the integration of City West Water and Western Water and the new name of 

this water corporation, Greater Western Water and change all references to City West 

Water to Greater Western Water; to amend the Bulk Entitlement Order to ensure 

consistency with the newly created Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – South East 

Water) Order 2022 issued to the Authority to provide an enduring entitlement to water 

recovery from Stage 1 of the Connections Project; and to revoke the Bulk Entitlement 

(Goulburn System – South East Water) Order 2012 on 20 June 2023 when the Order will 

no longer be required. 

AUTHORISING PROVISION 

3 The amendment is made in accordance with section 44 of the Water Act 1989. The 

revocation is made in accordance with section 27 of the Interpretation of Legislation 

Act 1984. 

COMMENCEMENT 

4.1 The amendment comes into effect on the day it is published in the Government Gazette 

or 1 July 2022, whichever is later. 

4.2 The revocation comes into effect on 20 June 2023. 

REVOCATION OF BULK ENTITLEMENT (GOULBURN SYSTEM – SOUTH EAST 

WATER) ORDER 2012 

5 I revoke the Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – South East Water) Order 2012 

granted to the Authority on 1 July 2012 effective as at 20 June 2023.  

DEFINITIONS 

In this Order - 

 

“Authority” means South East Water Corporation; 

 

“Stage 1 of the Connections Project” means Stage 1 of the Connections Project, which was 
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contracted to generate 225 gigalitres of long-term annual average water recovery in the GMID 

in accordance with the Business Case for Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project Stage 

1. 

CHANGE OF REFERENCE 

6 In the Bulk Entitlement (Goulburn System – South East Water) Order 2012 for the words 

‘City West Water’ substitute with ‘Greater Western Water’. 

 

EMPOWERING PROVISION 

7 In the empowering provisions of the Bulk Entitlement Order after the works ‘Part 4 of 

the’ delete the words ‘of the’.  

 

AMENDMENT TO DEFINITIONS 

8 In the Definitions of the Bulk Entitlement Order -  

a) delete the definition “Agreement”; 

b) delete the definition “City West Water”; 

c) after the definition “Authority” insert 

‘ “Connections Project” also known as the Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project 

(NVIRP), means the major irrigation modernisation project that aimed to generate long 

term annual average water savings of 429 gigalitres by upgrading irrigation infrastructure 

in the GMID; 

d) for the definition “Department” substitute 

‘ “Department” means the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning;’ 

e) delete the definition “Goulburn Basin” 

f) after the definition “GMID” insert:  

‘ “Goulburn component” means that part of the GMID which can be supplied with 

water from the Goulburn River but not from the River Murray; 

g) for the definition “Goulburn headworks system” substitute 

‘ “Goulburn headworks system” means:  

(a) the water supply works of Lake Eildon, Goulburn Weir, the Stuart Murray and 

Cattanach Canals and Waranga Basin; and  

(b) the waterway below Lake Eildon;’ 

h) for the definition “Goulburn Storage Manager” substitute 

‘ “Goulburn Storage Manager" means a person appointed by the Minister under 

section 122ZK of the Act to control and manage the Goulburn headworks system, or 

to do all or any of the functions specified under Part 6C of the Act in the Goulburn 

System;’ 

i) for the definition “Goulburn System” substitute 

‘ “Goulburn System” means the following land and water storages in respect of which 

the Storage Manager is to exercise its functions and obligations;  

(a) Lake Eildon and the Goulburn river downstream of Lake Eildon to where it 

enters the River Murray, including Lake Nagambie and anabranches receiving 

water as a consequence of regulation of the water system; 

(b) the Shepparton, Central Goulburn, Rochester and Loddon Valley irrigation 

areas of the Goulburn-Murray irrigation district and waterworks districts of the 

Goulburn water system; 

(c) major holding basins and interconnectors being East Goulburn Main channel, 

Stuart Murray Canal, Cattanach Canal, Waranga Basin, Waranga Western 

Channel and Loddon Weir pool; and 
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(d) the creeks and lakes used to convey Goulburn water system water (these 

include: Bears Lagoon, Serpentine Creek downstream of the channel linking it 

to Bears Lagoon and Little Lake Boort).’ 

j) after the definition of “Goulburn System” insert: 

‘ “Greater Western Water” means Greater Western Water Corporation;’ 

k) delete the definition “Melbourne bulk transfer system” 

l) delete the definition “Melbourne Bulk Transfer System Operator” 

m) after the definition “Melbourne retail authorities” insert 

‘ “Melbourne’s share” means 75 gigalitres of long-term average annual yield of water 

recovery from Connections Project Stage 1 for Melbourne retail authorities; 

n) for the definition of “Melbourne Storage Manager” substitute  

‘ “Melbourne Storage Manager” means Melbourne Water acting in respect of its role 

to manage storages for the Melbourne headworks system in accordance with section 

171B of the Act;’ 

o) delete the definition “Melbourne Supply System” 

p) delete the definition “net carryover volume” 

q) for the definition “NVIRP” substitute 

‘ “NVIRP” means the Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project, also known as the 

Connections Project, which is a major irrigation modernisation project aiming to 

generate long term annual average water savings of 429 gigalitres by upgrading 

irrigation infrastructure in the GMID;’ 

r) delete the definition “Resource Manager” 

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 6 

9 In clause 6 of the Bulk Entitlement Order after ‘GRANTING OF A BULK 

ENTITLEMENT’ insert 

“A bulk entitlement to water from the Goulburn System is granted to the Authority on 

the conditions set out in this Order.” 

 

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 9 

 

10 In sub-clause 9.1 paragraph (d) of the Bulk Entitlement Order after the words ‘Eildon 

Dam’ insert ‘which must be co-ordinated by the Goulburn Storage Manager’  

11 In sub-clause 9.4 of the Bulk Entitlement Order delete the words ‘, the Resource 

Manager’ 

 

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 10 

 

12 In clause 10 of the Bulk Entitlement Order substitute for clause 10.1  

‘Before the Authority, or any other entitlement holder listed in Schedule 1, may 

divert more than 300 ML in a year in line with clause 9, the Authority together 

with the holders of entitlements listed in Schedule 1 must endeavour to agree on 

operational arrangements with the Melbourne Storage Manager and the Goulburn 

Storage Manager for the supply of water under this entitlement.’ 

13 After sub-clause 10.1 of the Bulk Entitlement Order insert 

10.1A The Authority together with the holders of entitlements described in 

Schedule 1 must submit these arrangements to the Deputy Secretary of the 

Department.’ 

    

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 12 

14 In sub-clause 12.1 of the Bulk Entitlement Order delete the words ‘or the Resource 

Manager,’. 

15 In sub-clause 12.2 of the Bulk Entitlement Order delete the words ‘or the Resource 
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Manager,’. 

 

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 13 

16 In clause 13 of the Bulk Entitlement Order substituted the words ‘sub-clause 7.3’ with 

‘Schedule 1’. 

17 In clause 13 of the Bulk Entitlement Order substitute for clause 13.1 paragraph(c) 

‘by 16 November 2023, reviews and if necessary amends the current metering plan for 

the Melbourne headworks system in accordance with any guidelines issued by the 

Minister from time to time for the purpose of assessing whether or not the Authority 

complies with this bulk entitlement.’ 

 

 

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 14 

18 In sub-clause 14.4 of the Bulk Entitlement Order delete the words ‘or Resource 

Manager,’. 

19 In sub-clause 14.5 paragraph (a) of the Bulk Entitlement Order delete the words ‘or 

Resource Manager,’. 

20 In sub-clause 14.5 paragraph (b) of the Bulk Entitlement Order delete the words ‘or 

Resource Manager,’. 

 

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 16 

21 Delete clause 16. 

 

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 18 

22 For clause 18 substitute  

‘The Authority has a duty to make its payments for clause 17 directly to the Goulburn 

Storage Manager.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

HON LISA NEVILLE MP 
Minister for Water 

 

 

  / / 2022 
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Water Act 1989 

 

BULK ENTITLEMENT (RIVER MURRAY – SOUTH EAST WATER) AMENDMENT AND 

REVOCATION ORDER 2022 

 

I, Lisa Neville MP, Minister for Water and Minister administering the Water Act 1989, make the 

following Order - 

 

CITATION  

1 This Order is called the Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – South East Water) 

Amendment and Revocation Order 2022. 

PURPOSE 

2 The purpose of this Order is to apply changes to the Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – 

South East Water) Order 2012 (the Bulk Entitlement Order) to reflect the name change 

as a result of the integration of City West Water and Western Water and the new name of 

this water corporation, Greater Western Water and change all references to City West 

Water to Greater Western Water; to amend the Bulk Entitlement Order to ensure 

consistency with the newly created Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – South East Water) 

Order 2022 issued to the Authority to provide an enduring entitlement to water recovery 

from Stage 1 of the Connections Project; and to revoke the Bulk Entitlement (River 

Murray – South East Water) Order 2012 on 20 June 2023 when the Order will no longer 

be required. 

AUTHORISING PROVISION 

3 The amendment is made in accordance with section 44 of the Water Act 1989. The 

revocation is made in accordance with section 27 of the Interpretation of Legislation 

Act 1984. 

COMMENCEMENT 

4.1 The amendment comes into effect on the day it is published in the Government Gazette 

or 1 July 2022, whichever is later. 

4.2 The revocation comes into effect on 20 June 2023. 

REVOCATION OF BULK ENTITLEMENT (RIVER MURRAY – SOUTH EAST 

WATER) ORDER 2012 

5 I revoke the Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – South East Water) Order 2012 granted to 

the Authority on 1 July 2012 effective as at 20 June 2023.  

DEFINITIONS 

In this Order - 

 

“Authority” means South East Water Corporation; 

 

“Stage 1 of the Connections Project” means Stage 1 of the Connections Project, which was 
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contracted to generate 225 gigalitres of long-term annual average water recovery in the GMID 

in accordance with the Business Case for Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project Stage 

1. 

 

CHANGE OF REFERENCE 

6 In the Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – South East Water) Order 2012 for the words 

‘City West Water’ substitute with ‘Greater Western Water’. 

AMENDMENT TO DEFINITIONS 

7 In the Definitions of Bulk Entitlement (River Murray – South East Water) Order 2012  

a) delete the definition “Agreement”; 

b) delete the definition “City West Water”; 

c) after the definition “Authority” insert 

‘ “Connections Project” also known as the Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project 

(NVIRP), means the major irrigation modernisation project that aimed to generate long 

term annual average water savings of 429 gigalitres by upgrading irrigation infrastructure 

in the GMID; 

d) for the definition “Department” substitute 

‘ “Department” means the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning;’ 

e) after the definition of “Goulburn-Murray Water” insert: 

‘ “Greater Western Water” means Greater Western Water Corporation;’ 

f) delete the definition “Melbourne bulk transfer system” 

g) delete the definition “Melbourne Bulk Transfer System Operator” 

h) delete the definition “Melbourne headworks system” 

i) delete the definition “Melbourne Storage Manager”  

j) after the definition “Melbourne retail authorities” insert  

‘ “Melbourne’s share” means 75 gigalitres of long-term average annual yield of water 

recovery from Connections Project Stage 1 for Melbourne retail authorities;’ 

k) delete the definition “Melbourne supply system” 

l) delete the definition “Melbourne Water” 

m) for the definition “NVIRP” substitute 

‘ “NVIRP” means the Northern Victoria Irrigation Renewal Project, also known as the 

Connections Project, which is a major irrigation modernisation project aiming to 

generate long term annual average water savings of 429 gigalitres by upgrading irrigation 

infrastructure in the GMID;’ 

n) after the definition for “Resource Manager” insert 

‘ “River Murray Bulk Entitlements” means all bulk entitlements granted under the Act 

for water taken from the River Murray System;’ 

o) after the definition “River Murray Bulk Entitlements” insert  

‘ “River Murray component” means part of the GMID which can be supplied with 

water from the River Murray but not the Goulburn River;’ 

 

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 6 

8 In clause 6 of the Bulk Entitlement Order after ‘GRANTING OF A BULK 

ENTITLEMENT’ insert 

“A bulk entitlement to water from the River Murray System is granted to the Authority 

on the conditions set out in this Order.” 

 

AMENDMENT TO CLAUSE 10 
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9 In sub-clause 10.1 of the Bulk Entitlement Order delete “the Melbourne Storage 

Manager, or” 

10 In sub-clause 10.2 of the Bulk Entitlement Order delete “the Melbourne Storage 

Manager, or” 

 

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 11 

 

11 In clause 11.3 of the Bulk Entitlement Order substitute for sub-clause 11.3 

‘The Authority must, in its Annual Report, report on each of the matters referred to in sub-

clause 11.1, except, with the approval of the Minister, any matter set out in paragraph (e) of 

sub-clause 11.1.’ 
12 Delete sub-clause 11.4 and sub-clause 11.5 of the Bulk Entitlement Order. 

 

AMENDMENTS TO CLAUSE 13 

 

13 In clause 13 of the Bulk Entitlement Order substitute for sub-clause 13.1 

‘Subject to sub-clause 13.3, the Authority must pay the Resource Manager a fair and 

reasonable proportion of the costs incurred by the Resource Manager in undertaking 

its obligations as specified in the River Murray Bulk Entitlements.’ 

 

 

 

 

HON LISA NEVILLE MP 
Minister for Water 

 

  / / 2022 

 

 


